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Go FUD Yourself is a satirical and light hearted way to check out FUD (F.oubt ) in the crypto
market .Whether you're purchasing the dip or taking the trip right down to negative town, I've
got your back again and meme's covered to atleast hold a smile on your own face even if your

money is making the emoji cry encounter lol jk everyone in crypto has and undergoes moments
of FUD in the bear or bull markets, but it's not just how many situations you get rekted that

count it's how many times you can buy the dip and HODL to the moon with your shiny scarlet
Lambo or Tesla that basically seal the offer lol jk again no personal respecting person drives an
automobile to the moon they get a rocket with Doge the Dodgecoin doggie hanging out leading

hahhahaha get my book please lol I was hugged exactly once as a kid and this will mean the
world not only to me but the millions of lil satoshis out now there that are waiting for you to

learn how exactly to crypto trade them and pick out them up to become a crypto millionaire too
!hearing U.ncertainty D. click tha link and lets be a #HODLGang what'doyouasay :)
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